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one thing that always confuses me about mmorpg hacks is that because the game looks so much
better, its hard to remember that youre playing a game still. but these guys have been very clever
with the mod, making sure the original gameplay and sound effects are right, not just the graphics.
they've set the whole thing up so that you can play offline, or in synchronised lobbies where people

play on the same maps and teams. to make sure that you're playing the right map at the right
time, they've ported in a detailed list of all the rules. this includes the standard game modes (free
for all, death match, team deathmatch, objective, domination, etc) and also the game types (such
as the ctf, which has added some interesting ideas). there's even a tavern wars mode, which is a

minigame - probably related to the iron hide one from black ops. the game is probably the most in-
depth rifle modding mod ive ever seen. its pretty hard-core with all the changes it makes to the

weapon mechanics, so im pretty confident that youll see some differences that will blow your mind
(or at least entertain you). for example, the old aks would only carry a single round of ammunition,
even when you played with optical sights. the new version plays more like the akm.you know, that
chinese assault rifle and its big, shiny magazine. it might not sound like much, but as youre playing

a single-player shooter, youre rarely carrying more than three magazines and there is that thing
called reloading, so the new akm will make it much easier to play and survive. the default attack is
to press the a button and then b when youre on the run. this enables you to keep the gun steady,
and also lets you use the iron sight to adjust your aim while reloading. but with the new mod, youll
be able to use the sights without putting them back down, and can even have a fully auto weapon
set up. after all, when youre in a firefight, your enemy is always going to be running up to you, so

why not!
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it is not specified whether you can overkill an already-dead enemy, although it seems likely to me
that you can’t. i’ve gone into the multiplayer settings, and in the multiplayer options i did not see a

message on overkilling an already-dead enemy. this is a definite possibility. it doesn’t exactly
make a player laugh, and it doesn’t really make a player angry. in fact, the designers have gone to
great lengths to make sure that if you do try to overkill an already-dead enemy, the replay won’t

play. this will have no effect on your rank, though. call of duty 4 allows you to overkill a dead
opponent if he is not actively shooting at you. if you want to know how to overkill an already-dead

opponent, you will have to check the call of duty 4 title itself. there’s a bit of a cheat code that
allows you to sneak into another player and overkill him. as for the offline hack, it doesn’t seem to
work. as far as i’ve seen, it just gives you the option to not play the game. the offline hack doesn’t
seem to work at all. it was confirmed to me by members of the call of duty 4 multiplayer modding

community. as you can imagine, results are unsurprisingly heavy in favour of keeping the
remaster, including a refusal to simply have a straight up version. but what about some of the

assets? for example, the black ops map inspired maverick contains a battlefield 1942 map inspired
section, so the modders are starting with that and porting in the rest. to do this, they are adapting
the black ops gameplay engine to mw2. other than that, it seems they are giving the map a fresh

coat of paint, including tweaking physics, and adding in new features from the rest of the game. at
least, thats the idea. 5ec8ef588b
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